integrated
terminal
nQueue Billback’s iA Integrated Terminal easily captures data from copy, fax and
scan (with nQueue Billback’s award-winning AccuRoute integration) activity. Terminals feature a large,
color LCD with touch screen capabilities, on-screen numeric keypad entry, graphical interface, and a full
size QWERTY keyboard for maximum ease-of-use. Deployment is easy via standard TCP/IP protocols
and units can be wall or bench-mounted for maximum flexibility. The result is accurate data capture and
improved efficiency and profitability throughout the firm.

Firms benefit from simple deployment, flexibility and ease-of use. iA Integrated Terminals provide the features
expected from a cost recovery solution including:
Capture of copies generated on standalone and networked
digital copiers and MFDs.
Capture of faxes from fax machines or fax cards installed in MFDs
Optional scan capture and routing functionality--using
iA powered by AccuRoute---allows scanned images to be
routed anywhere including directly to the DMS.
Ability to review scanned images on screen to verify the
success of the scan.

Account recall functionality displays the user’s most recent
billable account codes. The number of codes displayed is a
configuration setting.
Robust and secure offline functionality.
Unlimited types of sundry disbursements and multiple currencies.
Direct integration of account code validation, processing,
reporting and posting to the accounting system.

Miscellaneous disbursements can be entered directly at
the terminal.
Ability to control multiple MFDs with a single terminal.
LAN and WAN-connectability, using standard TCP/IP
communication protocols.

The iA Terminal’s award-winning
ergonomic design is both elegant
and practical.

Unlimited account code and user code database size.
Supports up to 4 (2 copy and 2 fax) devices on one terminal.
User-selectable language for interface display.

U.S. Patents 7,076,184; 7,526,212 B2; 7,526,213 B2
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Maximize Data Capture with iA Terminal
Copy, Scan and Fax Cost Capture Made Easy with Touch Screen Technology The iA Integrated
Terminal is simple to use and with its touch screen capabilities, infinitely more user-friendly
than traditional keyboard entry devices. The graphical user interface is browser-like and intuitive to deliver unprecedented staff acceptance. Other features include a large color LCD with
touch screen capabilities for navigation, option selection and on-screen numeric keypad entry,
as well as a full size QWERTY keyboard. Copier, scan and fax data capture can be made even
easier with one-touch account selection.
One Terminal, Multiple Configurations The iA Integrated Terminal is available in many different
configurations. A single Terminal can be configured to simultaneously control two fully featured
MFDs, copiers and/or fax machines to save implementation costs and space and allow users to
easily make simultaneous use of all the attached equipment.
The slimline, ergonomic iA Terminal can be bench or wall-mounted for elegant and practical
installation. A screen tilt adjustment mechanism allows the terminal to be mounted at the optimal viewing angle regardless of installation height and lighting.
Quick and Easy Account Code Assignment for Copy, Scan and Fax Jobs The intuitive user interface makes it easy for the user to rapidly find the right account code and an “Account Recall”
list—shared among all nQueue Billback modules—makes it even easier. For example, if a staff
member has just created an account code at a local printer, that account code will be at the top
of the “Account Recall” list shown on the iA Terminal when that user logs on.
Increased Efficiency The iA Integrated Terminal is designed to optimize efficiency throughout the firm.
The on-screen display of a configurable number of recent chargeable account codes for
one-touch selection saves users time.
Sophisticated search functionality allows simple or complex searches to be performed easily.
An Override option can be used when an account code has not yet been created within
the accounting system. The transaction is then processed as an exception and the user is
notified to assign an account code by email.
Deployment and Technical Functionality iA Terminals are LAN and WAN-connectable devices
that use standard TCP/IP communication protocols. Terminals in remote offices can be connected to the nQueue Billback iA Platform via a WAN.
The architecture of the iA Integrated Terminal allows for software updates and enhancements
to be downloaded remotely via the LAN or WAN. This simplifies the rollout of new functionality
to the terminals and ensures that firms always have access to the latest terminal capabilities.
iA Terminal readily accommodates dual-line fax machines and both G3 and Super G3 fax transmission speeds.

nQueue Billback provides
WORKFLOW AND EFFICIENCY
nQueue Billback’s iA helps firms collect
advanced information to maximize profitability.
Firms can analyze capacity, utilization and
maintenance to improve workflows and deploy
devices more effectively and efficiently.
MANAGING SCANNED DOCUMENTS
nQueue Billback’s iA Scan does much more
than tracks scans for client billing. iA Scan
is template-driven so firms can easily and
automatically capture, process and deliver
scans directly from their MFDs, enhancing
document security and helping to enforce
retention policies.

EXPENSE MANAGEMENT
nQueue Billback’s iA Expense Manager easily
captures data from all expenses, even those
incurred outside an organization’s devices.
Information is collected automatically as
expenses are incurred and Data is more
accurate to improve profitability firmwide.
DATA DRIVEN DECISIONS
In addition to capturing all expenses for potential
recovery, nQueue Billback’s iA provides the
information to perform profitability analyses
by matter, client, practice group or office to
support profitability and better decision making
throughout the firm.
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